Introduction
Accurate and quick determination of the isotropic n i , the or− dinary n o and the extraordinary n e refractive indices of ne− matic liquid crystals (NLC) in dependence on temperature and light wavelength is still unsolved problem. The refrac− tive indices of NLCs with relatively large optical aniso− tropies (0 2 08 . ., < < Dn Dn n n e o = -) are usually measured by using combined methods, either applying an appropri− ately prepared Abbe refractometer and an interference wedge worked in the birefringent regime, or involving di− rect measurements of the angles of incidence and refraction of a NLC cell in appropriate goniometric systems. Those methods are complicated, time−consuming and requiring relatively big volume of NLC sample. To fill Abbe re− fractometer one needs about 0.1 cm 3 of a liquid, while very often such big amount of a new synthesized NLC is not available. The aim of this work is to develop an efficient, precise and fast method for determining ordinary and ex− traordinary refractive indices of NLCs with using small samples, of about 0.005 cm 3 . The method involves multi− ple−beam interference in a wedge cell filled with a nematic. Theoretical basics are compatible with experimental results confirming the usefulness of the method, as it is presented below.
Theory
The method for measuring the refractive index relies on ex− ploiting interference in a wedge plate of small apex angle, made of material under study, e.g., in a NLC wedge cell. The corresponding phenomena can be approximately de− scribed as multiple−beam interference in a homogeneous film bounded by two−plane, parallel and semi−transparent surfaces, with good accuracy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
When a beam of monochromatic polarised coherent light is incident on a transparent plane−parallel film (like a dielectric gas or liquid layer or solid plate), a reflected or transmitted beam can be imagined as a series of beams of di− minishing amplitudes that are produced in the consequence of multiple reflections at the film surfaces. Such a dielectric homogeneous layer of the refractive index n can be sur− rounded by a medium of distinct refractive index or con− fined by partially transparent thin metallic films. Consider only same metal or dielectric films, parallel to Oxy plane, bounding the layer at the distance of d in Oz direction, and near normal light incidence, in Oz direction of three−dimen− sional Cartesian co−ordinate system (Fig. 1) .
Let an incident beam, of the frequency w and the wave number k, be a plane wave travelling normally to the layer, a i kz ae i exp ( ) wt j -= with the amplitude a of the electric vector and the phase j t wt ( , ) z k z = -(at the time t), in the complex representation. This beam is split into a reflected, transmitted and (possibly) absorbed part at each surface lim− iting the layer. Let r be the ratio of amplitudes of reflected and incident waves travelling from the layer to the sur− rounding medium; for the waves travelling in the opposite direction ¢ = -r r [1, 2] . Let t and ¢ t be the ratios of ampli− tudes of transmitted and incident waves travelling from the layer to the surrounding medium or in the opposite direc− tion. Then, the directly transmitted beam can be represented as
Any subsequent beam of the series (as illustrated in Fig. 1 ) differs from the precedent one in the result of a dou− ble traversal of the layer and two reflections at the surfaces. The corresponding phase difference between them is
where n is the layer refractive index, l is the wavelength in vacuum and e is the change of phase on reflection (for metal films usually e p < ). The corresponding amplitude ratio is ¢ = r r r 2 . The resulting wave transmitted through the layer is the sum of the series of plane waves
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The complex amplitude of the resulting wave is P t ta r e r e t ta r e i i i 
where the parameter F (Fabry's coefficient of finesse) is de− fined by the formula
The interference fringes can be observed in the focal plane of a lens collecting the transmitted light, then maxima of intensity occur when sin ( ) 2 1 2 0 d = and the phase diffe− rence is integral multiple of p,
and minima when sin ( ) 2 1 2 1 d = and the phase difference is half−integral multiple of p,
Another way for observing the interference fringes is the use of a wedge plate with plane surfaces inclined at the small angle a to one another (a < 0.01rad), that can be inter− preted as a system of plane−parallel plates of different thick− nesses (Fig. 2) . The fringes occur in places, along the plate, for which Eq. (8) 
where m is the interference fringe order. Airy's Eq. (6) pro− vides a good approximation of the light intensity distribu− tion not far from the wedge apex, in practice in the region where the fringes are equidistant [1, 2] . According to it, the ratio of the maximum to minimum of transmitted light in− 
which implies
For larger coefficients of finesse (about F > 5), arcsin( ) 1 F » 1 F and the finesse can be well approxi− mated [1, 4, 6] by
If, e.g., the wedge cell is confined by the glass plates and filled with a NLC, with the corresponding refractive indices n G = 15 . and n LC = 17 . , then
0 004.
F » 0 016 . and the interference fringes may not be observed in practice. When the glass plates are covered with a thin metal film for which R = 05 . and, and 1 9 + = F , F » 4 4 . and the fringes are pretty sharp and well visible. The small zone near the apex, where the fringes are equidistant, is broader when the reflection coefficient is smaller [1] . Thus, R~0.5 is a compromise value for which sufficiently many fringes are both sharp and equidistant.
For measurement of the NLC refractive indices, a spe− cial wedge cell has to be prepared, in which the stationary orientation of the NLC is planar and parallel to the wedge edge. For this, the glass plates are covered with a thin metal film and a thin inner film of a rubbed polyimide aligning NLC. The measurements are realised in the four regimes: firstly in empty cell filled with air (to determine the auxi− liary parameter) and afterwards in the cell filled with the NLC with three different orientations of the polariser and analyser: both parallel and parallel to the nematic director (as in Fig. 1 , to determine the extraordinary refractive index n e ), both parallel and perpendicular to the director (to deter− mine the ordinary refractive index n o ) and perpendicular to one another at half−right angle to the director (to determine independently the anisotropy if the refractive index Dn n n e o = -). The last configuration is a birefringent sys− tem in which the transmitted light intensity with sharp interference fringes follows the formula
also accurate near the wedge apex [4, 5, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In all confi− gurations, the distance between two fringes of interference order differing in l is measured and then the corresponding parameter equal to the distance between adjacent fringes, depending only on the light wavelength, wedge angle and refractive index, is calculated. With the empty cell (filled with air of the refractive in− dex n = 1) one measures the distances between two fringes corresponding to the interference orders (i.e., fringe num− bers) m and m l + , where m need not to be known. According to Eq. (10) 
and the parameter E n e = l a 2 is determined. In the third configuration, the parameter O n o = l a 2 is determined. By comparing Eqs. (6) and (10) 
the parameter N n = l a D is determined. Finally, the refrac− tive indices for the investigated NLC are calculated from the fringe distances
In each step, the number l can be different. The condi− tion of equal distances between the adjacent interference fringes (V, N, E or O) can be controlled experimentally in each configuration of the optical system, instead of involv− ing complicated formulae [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Experimental
Each wedge cell was made of two parallel plane glass plates of a thickness of 3 mm (size 22×35 mm). Both sides of the plates were mechanically polished. The inner surfaces of the plates were coated with partially transparent films of heat−resisting alloy, so−called "inconel", by deposition from vapour. To obtain planar orientation of NLC in the wedge cell (parallel to the wedge apex edge), the reflecting layers were covered with the film of the SE−130 Nissan polyimide for homogenous alignment and rubbed. The resulting coef− ficient of reflection of the plates was about 0.51. The plates were glued without a spacer along the shorter edge and with about 100−μm spacer along the opposite one. The wedge cell was placed in a thermostatic stage of a polarising micro− scope. The distances between the interference fringes were measured with using the microscope equipped with the eye− piece micrometer. The wedge apex angle was chosen to ob− tain at least about twenty sharp and equidistant interference fringes near the wedge edge.
The method was tested on four wedge cells. The first one was filled with the analytically pure water [14] . The second one was filled with the 4−trans−4'−n−hexylcyclohexyl isothiocyanatobenzene (6CHBT), the well−known NLC [13] . The third and fourth ones were filled with two NLC mixtures, LCJ 1650 and LCJ 1791A, of large optical aniso− tropy, recently produced in our university [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
The results of measurements and calculations are gathe− red in Table 1 and illustrated in photographs (Fig. 3) . The determination of each parameter of V, N, E and O [i.e., the distance of adjacent interference fringes in the correspond− ing measurement system configuration, Eq. (27)] was re− peated several tenth times to verify whether the interference fringes are equidistant and to obtain statistical estimates. The errors dV, dN, dE, and dO were found as empirical mean deviations and from them the errors dn o , dn e , and dDn were estimated. These results are in good agreement with those taken from the literature [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 
